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No regulatory mandate exists in the United States (U.S.) for comprehensive obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) risk assessment and stratification for commercial
motor vehicle (CMV) drivers. Current Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) requirements are outdated and depend largely on subjective
report, a less reliable strategy in an occupational setting. Without FMCSA standards, sleep specialists, occupational medical examiners and employers
rely on a collection of medical consensus recommendations to establish standards of care. These recommendations advise OSA risk assessment through
a combination of focused medical history, physical examination, questionnaires, and accident history, which increase OSA detection compared to current
FMCSA standards. For those diagnosed with OSA, consensus-based risk stratification helps identify CMV drivers who may benefit from OSA treatment and
establish minimum standards for assessing treatment efficacy and adherence. Unfortunately no consolidated recommendation exists; rather, publications
span medical and governmental literature in a patchwork fashion that no longer fully reflect current practice due to subsequent advances in OSA diagnosis,
treatment, and technology. Based on searches of medical literature, internet materials, and reference lists from existing publications, an overview and
discussion of key published recommendations regarding OSA assessment and treatment in CMV operators is provided. Suggestions for incorporating these
recommendations into clinical sleep medicine practice in the U.S. are presented. The challenge for sleep specialists is maintaining the delicate balance
between recommendations impacting standard of care and associated medico-legal impact with stakeholder interests from medical, regulatory, industry and
public perspectives while providing high quality and efficient care.
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continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy; however,
applicability to the CMV driver population is limited.7–13 Because of the increased risk of negative consequences in a crash
involving a CMV driver due to complicating factors of operating a heavier vehicle, transporting passengers, or carrying
hazardous materials, any potential safety risk is alarming.13,14
In the U.S., it is estimated that 12.0% of fatal crashes and 6.6%
of non-fatal crashes involved at least one large truck or bus.15
Transportation and warehousing occupations have the second
highest number and rate of fatal work injuries, with truck and
passenger transport comprising 76% of these fatalities.16 Additionally, MVCs associated with commercial vehicles are much
more likely to cause injury or death to the non-CMV drivers.17
Although the focus of this article is the CMV driver within
the U.S., these concerns are of international concern as well. For
North America, road transport of goods and passengers across
the Canadian and Mexican borders is best addressed through
international cooperation to standardize practices. A joint position paper by the Canadian Thoracic Society and the Canadian
Sleep Society, for example, states a general agreement with a
U.S. consensus recommendation.18 This same principle applies
to all continents and nations involved in international commerce. The issue is complex and varies by country or region
due to the unique intersections of governmental regulation, private industry, international trade, and healthcare resources.

O B S T RU C T I V E S LE E P A PN E A A N D T H E
CO M M E RC I A L M OTO R V E H I CL E D R I V E R
When untreated, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in adults is associated with sleepiness, fatigue, sleep disturbance, snoring,
apneas during sleep, systemic hypertension, type 2 diabetes
mellitus, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias including atrial fibrillation, and premature
death.1 The prevalence of OSA is conservatively estimated
around 5% in the general adult population, with higher prevalence associated with male gender, increased weight, and
advanced age.2,3 It is estimated that 13% of men and 6% of
women between age 30 and 70 years have moderate to severe
OSA.3 For body mass index (BMI) measurements of 40 kg/
m2 or greater between age 50 and 70, it is estimated that over
half of men (56.0%) and approximately one-third of women
(33.5%) have moderate-to-severe OSA.3 Compared to general
populations, OSA prevalence estimates for CMV drivers are
increased, which may be affected by unique population characteristics such as higher proportion of males, obesity rates,
and age distribution.4–6
There is concern about the interplay between OSA and
motor vehicle crash (MVC) risk in the CMV driver. In general driving populations, OSA is associated with an increase
in MVC risk and a comparable reduction associated with
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score of eight with three or more indicating significant OSA
risk. Although this tool also relies on symptom report, four
criteria (B-a-n-g) can be obtained objectively through physical examination, and one (blood pressure or hypertension)
through history and potentially physical examination when
uncontrolled.30 The STOP-Bang has also been compared to the
ESS and BQ in sleep clinic populations, showing higher sensitivity, odds ratio, and a greater area under the receiver operating characteristics curve, but low specificity.27,34
Recommendations for utilization of the physical examination for CMV drivers emphasize findings associated with increased OSA risk.14,21,33 This includes measurement of height,
weight, neck circumference, and blood pressure with visualization of facial and airway anthropomorphic features offering an opportunity to assess objective risk factors for OSA
without relying on the patient subjective report. Measurement
of height, weight, and blood pressure are already included in
FMCSA standards for medical assessment.35 Not required by
the FMCSA, but included in expert recommendations, is an
additional assessment for micrognathia, retrognathia, or narrowed posterior oropharynx.14,21,33 One method to assess the
posterior oropharynx is through use of the Mallampati classification.33 With this method, the uvula and soft palate are
visualized with the tongue extended without phonation. The
structures visible are compared to a scale from 1 to 4 (or I
to IV), with 1 representing a normal finding and 4 indicating
the soft palate and uvula cannot be visualized.19,33 Mallampati
class 2–4 have been associated with OSA; however, this relationship is best predicted when combined with BMI, gender,
and age.36 The Friedman tongue position classification, a similar assessment to the Mallampati with the tongue in natural
position using slightly modified numerical classes, is also associated with OSA risk.37
Historically, OSA has been diagnosed by the polysomnogram (PSG), which remains the “gold standard” diagnostic
tool; however, new diagnostic technologies have gained acceptance. The PSG is commonly performed in a sleep testing
facility with a sleep technologist monitoring a minimum of 11
parameters including respiratory airflow, respiratory effort, oxygen saturation, electrocardiography, electroencephalography
(EEG), body position, and muscle movements of the eyes, chin,
and limbs from various recording sensors.14,20,21,38 Alternative
diagnostic strategies, “home sleep apnea testing (HSAT),” enable OSA testing away from the sleep center without attendance and use fewer and simple sensors, hence offering the
advantage of decreased test cost and increased testing access
in appropriate patients.14,20,21,39–41 HSAT has become more common and accepted after approval by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) and subsequent commercial insurer emphasis as an alternative diagnostic tool for OSA.42–44
Clinical guidelines recommend HSAT can be considered for
those deemed to be at high risk of having OSA without significant cardiac, pulmonary, or neurologic comorbidities.39,44
However, when using HSAT for OSA diagnosis, consideration
must be given to the pretest and posttest probability of detecting OSA considering the individual circumstances of the patient undergoing evaluation.40 Because HSATs are performed
without a technologist present, a mechanism for maintaining

O B S T RU C T I V E S L E E P A PN E A AS S ES S M E N T,
D I AG N O S I S , A N D T R E AT M E N T
In clinical settings, OSA assessment includes comprehensive
evaluation of questionnaires, symptom report, medical history,
and physical examination.19 When OSA is suspected, sleep
testing provides objective diagnosis confirmation, severity assessment, and risk stratification. Within the clinical environment, assessment and treatment decisions include a combined
assessment of OSA severity, subjective symptoms, and significant medical history findings.1,19 In occupational environments,
self-report appears less reliable, which may be attributed to
factors such as reduced symptom awareness and disincentives
to pursing OSA evaluation due to concerns about missed work
or financial burdens.8,20
Two clinical OSA questionnaires, the Epworth Sleepiness
Scale (ESS) and the Berlin questionnaire (BQ) have been
included in CMV driver OSA recommendations as part of a
comprehensive risk assessment.14,21–23 Each has been studied in
clinical and driving populations, but they have not been well
studied in the CMV driver population.24 Because each questionnaire relies wholly or in part on patient reported symptoms,
their role in an occupational setting may be limited to assessment of positive findings without drawing any further conclusions based on negative responses. Despite this limitation, there
are advantages to using validated and standardized symptom
assessment tools as part of a comprehensive evaluation.
The ESS assesses sleepiness via a patient-completed written
questionnaire in which the patient rates their likelihood of dozing in eight situations rated on a Likert scale from zero to three,
with a score greater than 10 considered significant.14,22 Despite
its widespread use in clinical settings, it is unclear if the ESS
reliably predicts crash or OSA risk in the CMV driver given
limitations in occupational settings.6–8,20,25,26 In an occupational
clinic setting, Talmage et al. report an inverse relationship between Epworth scores and OSA severity in contrast to patterns
normally seen within clinical settings.14,25,27 Additionally, the
ESS is neither sensitive nor specific for the diagnosis of OSA.27
The BQ also uses a written questionnaire, assessing a
broader array of symptoms. Through responses to questions
regarding snoring, tiredness, fatigue, falling asleep while driving, and hypertension, a weighted scoring algorithm assigns
low- and high-risk OSA categories.23 The BQ has been validated in clinical populations and is recommended as a potential OSA screening tool but also relies on subjective patient
report, and the scoring algorithm may be less practical in an
occupational health environment.7,21,28,29
The STOP-Bang questionnaire has not specifically been
studied in CMV driver populations,24 despite its close resemblance to published OSA screening recommendations and
validation in clinical populations, specifically preoperative
clinics.30–33 This may be partly an issue of timing, as the primary CMV driver OSA recommendations are from 2006 to
2012, during a time when studies assessing the STOP-Bang
were emerging in publication.14,21,30,31,33 The mnemonic STOPBang assesses snoring, tiredness, observed apneas, blood pressure, body mass index, age, neck circumference, and gender,
assigning one point for each positive finding up to a maximum
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chain of custody is recommended for occupational assessment
when identification verification of the individual undergoing
testing is preferred.33,40,41 When HSATs are performed without
electroencephalography (EEG), objective assessment of time
slept is not available, potentially affecting diagnostic accuracy.20,39–41 Given the potential limitations of HSAT impacting
CMV driver testing,41 individualized clinical assessment of
OSA pretest and posttest probability is particularly important
in this population and may necessitate further diagnostic confirmation with PSG, particularly in the setting of a “negative”
HSAT result.
The severity of OSA is commonly assessed using a calculation of the number of respiratory events per hour.1 A common
calculation is the apnea hypopnea index (AHI), which is the
sum of apneas and hypopneas divided by the time slept. Sleep
time is determined by EEG which is a standard recording on
PSG.1,14,38 When sleep time cannot be derived from EEG recordings, the respiratory event index (REI) is reported utilizing
device recording time in the denominator as a surrogate for estimating amount of sleep per the diagnostic criteria established
by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM).1,40 Historically, the respiratory disturbance index (RDI) has been utilized for severity assessment, but can represent more than one
calculation.44 Per AASM standards, RDI calculation requires
EEG derived sleep time as the denominator.1,38 In 2008 CMS
adopted an alternative definition in which RDI represents the
same calculation as REI on HSAT when recording time is used
in lieu of EEG derived sleep time.38,42 Increased AHI is associated with increased crash risk and recommended for use in risk
stratification of the driver diagnosed with OSA.7,8 Additionally,
nadir oxygen saturation is associated with increased crash risk,
however recommendations do not currently provide specific
thresholds to identify significant oxygen levels for CMV driver
OSA risk assessment.7,8
Positive airway pressure (PAP) therapy including CPAP, bilevel PAP, and auto-titrating PAP (aPAP) is a common treatment for OSA, particularly for moderate-to-severe disease.44
CPAP has been shown to reduce abnormal sleepiness levels in
as little as one week with symptom improvements correlating
to amount of CPAP usage in a dose-dependent fashion.10,45,46
Titration in the home using an aPAP machine is becoming
common in appropriate populations, reducing the utilization
of PSG with technologist titration of CPAP.14,21,33,39–41 Studies
suggest similar outcomes when comparing aPAP to CPAP for
adherence to therapy and improvement in sleepiness as measured by the ESS in select clinical populations.47,48 PAP usage
for 4 or more hours for at least 70% of nights is a commonly
used cut-point for assessing adherence, initially established
in research settings and later adopted by CMS as a criterion
for continuation of therapy coverage.49,50 The use of 4 hours
as a defining threshold may be problematic when applied to
the CMV driver population without strong evidence to support
this particular amount of use versus another threshold. However, practicality must also be considered as commercially
produced software for data analysis and reporting are typically used to generate printed objective reports of PAP usage.
Currently, there is no standardized data capture, analysis, and
reporting system commonly in use outside of these proprietary

programs, requiring significant cooperation between competing companies and investment of resources to standardize
reporting specific to the CMV driver population. With these
considerations in mind, this threshold has also been recommended as a minimum standard for assessing adherence in
the CMV driver when determining fitness for duty, although
longer usage during any sleep periods should be advised to the
CMV driver to optimize benefit.14,21,33
OSA treatments in addition to PAP therapy are available to
the CMV driver including weight loss or airway modification
surgery. An objective assessment of treatment efficacy after
these interventions is recommended. The delay this imposes
limits their utilization in CMV drivers who are required to
have treated OSA to maintain their medical certification.14,21,33
PAP therapy is often the more practical first-line therapy for
maintaining a CMV driver in-service or shortening their time
out of service. For the purposes of treatment in CMV drivers
deemed to be in higher risk categories, use of dental appliances
are problematic due to limited data on crash risk assessment
and limitations in treatment adherence verification, and therefore are not a currently recommended treatment option.14,21,33
Newer technologies exist to enable objective adherence monitoring of dental appliances and further study of their role in
CMV drivers is recommended.21,51 However, with a current
paucity of literature specifically on CMV drivers and use of
oral appliances, their role remains unclear as monitoring technology continues to evolve.52
R EG U L AT I O N O F CO M M E RC I A L M OTO R V E H I CL E
D R I V E RS
Within the United States Department of Transportation (DOT)
the FMCSA develops and regulates CMV drivers.53 The mission of the FMCSA is to “reduce crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving large trucks and buses” through activities
ranging from promoting safety awareness and equipment or
technology enhancement to safety regulation development and
enforcement.53,54 The Medical Program Division is responsible
for medical regulations, guidelines, and policies, which set
standards for determining if a driver is physically qualified to
operate a CMV and establishing standards for those performing the examinations commonly known as a “DOT physical.”55
Medical certification is required for drivers operating motor
vehicles meeting certain criteria defined by vehicle weight,
hazardous materials, or number of passengers and distance
transported.56 Employers who choose to develop their own policies and procedures for safety-sensitive positions, even when
not specifically regulated by the FMCSA, (ex: rail transport)
may choose to use FMCSA regulations and recommendations
as guidance, requiring their employees to undergo medical assessment similar to the FMCSA process.
In the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), CMV
driver physical examination standards are found within title
49 (transportation), part 391 (FMCSA) subpart E (physical
qualifications and examinations).57 Per 49 CFR 391.41 (b) (5) a
driver is qualified to drive a commercial motor vehicle (CMV)
if the driver “has no established medical history or clinical
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diagnosis of a respiratory dysfunction likely to interfere with
his/her ability to control and drive a commercial motor vehicle
safely.”57 There is not specific reference to OSA, however there
are specific standards for other medical disorders which can increase the risk of sudden driver incapacitation such as diabetes,
hypertension, epilepsy, and cardiovascular disorders. Section
49 CFR 391.43 provides standards for the medical examination
certification process using the provided medical examination
report form and standards for the medical examiner including
training, licensure, and registration requirements.35,57 On the
medical examination report form, the health history section
asks the driver to indicate “yes” or “no” to a series of medical
history and symptom questions and provide their signature at
the bottom certifying that the information is “complete and
true.”35 In 2000 this section was modified to include “sleep
disorders, pauses in breathing while asleep, daytime sleepiness, loud snoring” in an effort to identify those with sleep
disorders.58
The FMCSA Medical Program Division develops and implements policies utilizing a number of resources. To establish the
scientific knowledge base, comprehensive literature searches
and analysis reports are contracted by the FMCSA.59,60 For
expertise in a specific body system or disease, a Medical Expert Panel (MEP) may be convened periodically to advise the
FMCSA within their particular area of expertise.60 Routinely,
the panel of physicians who comprise the Medical Review
Board (MRB) meets to evaluate and recommend standards on
CMV driver medical qualification to the FMCSA.59,61 Additionally, the FMCSA receives recommendations from the Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee (MCSAC) comprised
of members representing industry, labor, safety enforcement
and safety advocacy sectors.61

medical consensus recommendations to the FMCSA for OSA
screening, diagnosis, and treatment in 2008.21 In 2011, the evidence review was updated, responding to additional questions
pertaining to OSA screening and diagnosis.20 Then, in 2012,
detailed recommendations on OSA screening, diagnosis and
treatment were submitted to the FMCSA jointly by the MCSAC and MRB.33
After 5 years of gathering scientific evidence and expert
opinion, the FMCSA published proposed OSA recommendations in the Federal Register seeking public comment.65 These
proposed recommendations were promptly withdrawn without
explanation within the public record, a mere one week after
publication, but remain accessible for reference.66 In 2013,
Congress passed H.R.3095 and S 7213 which became Public
Law 113-45. This legislation requires the Secretary of Transportation to only implement or enforce a requirement pertaining to obstructive sleep apnea pursuant to formal rulemaking
proceedings.67 Formal rulemaking is a defined mechanism
within the federal regulatory process that appears to have significantly slowed the momentum for OSA-related action as no
further public action has been taken since 2013. Perhaps with
recent efforts on the part of the National Transportation Safety
Board, which identified sleep disorders screening as a specific
area of concern on their 2015 “top 10 most wanted transportation safety improvements list,”69 there will be more action in
the future, but the momentum for this remains uncertain.
PU B L I S H E D O B S T RU C T I V E S LE E P A PN E A
R ECO M M E N DAT I O N S FO R CO M M E RC I A L M OTO R
V E H I CL E D R I V E RS
The recommendations of the JTF, MEP, and MCSAC-MRB
provide guidance on OSA, screening, risk assessment, and
treatment in absence of updated federal standards.14,21,33 Although officially withdrawn from the federal register, the
FMCSA recommendations proposed remain accessible and
provide insight into the standards under consideration by the
FMCSA in 2012; therefore, they are included for reference.65,66
In general, these recommendations agree in the comprehensive
assessment of objective findings, detailed symptoms, medical
history, and crash history; however, the specifics of their recommendations vary. A comparison of key elements of OSA
screening recommendations is presented in Table 1.14,21,33,65
For OSA risk evaluation, the JTF added further assessment
of sleepiness (including the ESS), crash history, neck circumference, oropharyngeal anatomy, and hypertension. For any
positive findings in OSA associated symptoms, sleepiness,
crash history, or previously diagnosed OSA, referral for detailed evaluation was advised. If at least two positive findings
were noted when assessing hypertension, neck circumference,
or obesity detailed in Table 1, referral was also advised.14
When the MEP published their recommendations for OSA
screening, the BMI and neck circumference thresholds were
lowered.21 They provided additional recommendations for patient history and physical examination evaluation, including
the use of the BQ as a standardized OSA screening tool. The
MCSAC-MRB recommendations showed many similarities to

D E V E LO PI N G R ECO M M E N DAT I O N S FO R
CO M M E RC I A L M OTO R V E H I CL E D R I V E RS
In 1988, the DOT convened a conference of experts to revise
recommendations for “neurologic disorders” followed by recommendations for “pulmonary disorders” in 1991; each also
addressed sleep disorders.63,64 Over time, these recommendations for OSA and CMV operators became outdated compared
to advances within sleep science and clinical practice. In response, an independent joint task force (JTF) composed of experts in sleep and occupational medicine was formed by three
interested societies. In 2006, the panel published their findings
based on review of the scientific literature which included recommendations regarding OSA screening, diagnosis, and treatment.14 Unlike standards and recommendations up to this point,
which relied primarily on the CMV driver to affirm or deny
significant symptoms and medical history, the JTF added objective findings obtained largely through physical examination.
These included medical examiner assessment of blood pressure, body mass index (BMI), neck circumference, and posterior oropharynx examination.14
In 2007, a report commissioned by the FMCSA on OSA
and CMV driver safety was completed.8,59 Based on review of
this evidence summary, the MEP of sleep experts presented
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Table 1—Published recommendations for obstructive sleep apnea risk assessment and screening.
JTF 200614

MEP 200821

MCSAC-MRB 201233

FMCSA 201265 (withdrawn)

Sleepiness
symptoms

• ESS > 10
• Positive findings on
alternative sleep
questionnaires
• Excessive sleepiness

• Daytime sleepiness
• Excessive sleepiness
while driving
• BQ (OSA symptoms)

• Excessive sleepiness during
major wake period, including
while driving

• Excessive sleepiness during
major wake period

Sleepiness
observation

• Observed sleepiness

Accident history
(subjective/
objective)

• Motor vehicle accident
likely related to sleep
disturbance or fatigue

• Crash associated with
falling asleep

• Crash associated with falling
asleep or fatigue
• Single vehicle crash

• Crash associated with falling
asleep
• Single vehicle crash

OSA symptoms
(subjective)

• Snoring
• Witnessed apneas
• Excessive daytime
somnolence

• Chronic loud snoring
• Witnessed apneas or
breathing pauses during
sleep
• Daytime sleepiness

• Loud snoring
• Witnessed apneas
• Sleepiness during major wake
period

• Loud snoring
• Witnessed apneas
• Sleepiness during major wake
period

OSA history
assessment

• Past OSA assess severity
and treatment efficacy

• Past OSA assess severity
and treatment efficacy

• Past OSA assess severity and
treatment efficacy

• Past OSA assess severity and
treatment efficacy

OSA risk
assessment by
medical history*

• Hypertension (HTN)
• New or
• Uncontrolled or
• ≥ 2 medications

• Hypertension
• Diabetes type 2
• Hypothyroidism
(untreated)
• Family history OSA

• Hypertension
• Diabetes type 2
• Hypothyroidism (untreated)
• Post-menopausal female
• Family history OSA

• Hypertension
• Diabetes type 2
• Hypothyroidism (untreated)
• Post-menopausal female
• Family history OSA

OSA risk
assessment by
physical exam*

• BMI ≥ 35 kg/m2
• Neck circumference (NC)
• Male ≥ 17 inches
• Female ≥ 16 inches
• Enlarged tonsils or
absence of uvula

• BMI ≥ 33 kg/m2
• Neck circumference
• Male ≥ 17 inches
• Female ≥ 15.5 inches
• Small airway/jaw
• Advancing age
• BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2 an
additional risk factor

• BMI ≥ 35 kg/m2
• Neck circumference
• Male ≥ 17 inches
• Female ≥ 15.5 inches
• Small airway (Mallampati 3 or 4)
• Small or recessed jaw
• Age ≥ 42 years
• Male gender
• BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2 an additional
risk factor

• BMI ≥ 35 kg/m2
• Neck circumference
• Male ≥ 17 inches
• Female ≥ 15.5 inches
• Small airway (Mallampati 3 or 4)
• Small or recessed jaw
• Age ≥ 42 years
• Male gender
• BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2 an additional
risk factor

–

–

–

*Referral recommended if there are 2 or more positive findings by blood pressure, BMI, or neck circumference criteria. JTF, joint task force; MEP, medical
expert panel; MCSAC-MRB, Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee-Medical Review Board; FMCSA, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration; BQ,
Berlin questionnaire; Mallampati, mallampati class score.

the past recommendations using the JTF recommendation for
BMI and the MEP recommendation for neck circumference
thresholds. Symptom assessment was similar, including crash
history, sleepiness, and OSA-associated symptoms; however,
they did not provide a recommendation for a specific OSA
screening questionnaire.33 The FMCSA proposed recommendations essentially mirrored the MCSAC-MRB recommendations as detailed in Table 1.65
Of note, there appears to be inconsistency in the use of
the symbols in early publications representing greater than
or equal to (≥) versus greater than (>). Within the JTF recommendations,14 this is found with neck circumference
recommendations when comparing the JTF article text to
table 4 within the article. For purposes of our summary, we
chose the recommendations listed in the text (Barbara Phillips, personal communication, 2015, Jan 19). Within the MEP
recommendations,21 a similar discrepancy is found with BMI
thresholds, we choose to include what was listed under guideline 4 within their publication.

Once testing is completed, the recommendations rely on a
combination of medical history, symptoms, and crash history
combined with OSA severity to assess OSA risk and advise
treatment as detailed in Table 2.14,21,33,65 Over time, HSAT and
aPAP have become more common, which is reflected in later
recommendations.
For OSA testing, the earliest publication (JTF) does not consider HSAT as acceptable; however, the MEP, MSCAC-MRB,
and FMCSA do provide allowances for HSAT while recognizing potential limitations in this diagnostic tool. The MEP
provides recommendations for the channels monitored during
HSAT, while the later recommendations include a requirement
to utilize U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-cleared
devices with a chain of custody mechanism and again note potential underestimation of OSA severity with HSAT.
In each recommendation, minimum AHI thresholds are provided for both OSA risk stratification to define when treatment
should be required and to determine efficacy of treatment. No
separate guidance for HSAT thresholds are provided in these
117
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Table 2—Published recommendations for obstructive sleep apnea diagnosis and treatment.
JTF 200614

MEP 200821

MCSAC-MRB 201233

FMCSA 201265 (withdrawn)

Testing

• PSG gold standard
• HSAT not accepted

• PSG gold standard
• HSAT acceptable
• Oxygen saturation
• Nasal pressure
• Sleep/wake time
• 5 hours recording

• PSG more comprehensive
• HSAT that is FDA approved
with ensured chain of
custody is also acceptable
• Consider PSG if HSAT OSA
severity under-estimation is
suspected

• PSG more comprehensive
• HSAT that is FDA approved
with ensured chain of
custody is also acceptable
• PSG if HSAT OSA severity
underestimate suspected.

Treatment
recommendation
(for requiring
therapy)

• AHI > 30/h
• AHI > 5/h with
• EDS or
• MVA or
• HTN ≥ 2 meds

• AHI > 20/h
• May be certified if
• AHI ≤ 20/h and no EDS
or
• OSA effectively treated

• AHI > 20/h
• May be certified if
• AHI ≤ 20/h and no EDS
or
• OSA effectively treated
• Treatment of AHI ≥ 5/h
encouraged, particularly
AHI ≥ 15/h

• AHI > 20/h
• May be certified if
• AHI ≤ 20/h and no EDS
or
• OSA effectively treated
• Treatment of AHI ≥ 5/h
encouraged, particularly
AHI ≥ 15/h

AHI threshold

• AHI > 30/h

• AHI > 20/h

• AHI > 20/h

• AHI > 20/h

PAP usage

• Minimum > 4 h within each
24-h time period

• Minimum ≥ 4 h per
night ≥ 70% of days
• Minimum 1 week
• aPAP titration accepted

• Minimum ≥ 4 h per
night ≥ 70% of nights
• Minimum 1 week adherence
if disqualified
• aPAP accepted

• Minimum ≥ 4 h per
night ≥ 70% of nights
• Minimum 1 week minimum if
disqualified

PAP objective
efficacy
assessment

• PSG CPAP titration
• AHI < 5 ideal
• AHI < 10 acceptable

• AHI < 5 ideal
• AHI < 10 acceptable
• Documented by sleep study
or PAP report

• Successful treatment
efficacy is documented via
PSG or aPAP

• Successful treatment
efficacy is documented via
PSG or aPAP

Non-PAP therapy
alternatives

• Weight loss
• Airway surgery
• Weight loss surgery
• Oral appliance (AHI < 30)

• Weight loss
• Airway surgery
• Weight loss surgery

• Weight loss
• Airway surgery
• Weight loss surgery

• Weight loss
• Airway surgery
• Weight loss surgery

Non-PAP
therapy efficacy
assessment

• Posttreatment sleep study
assessment
• AHI < 5 ideal
• AHI < 10 acceptable

• Posttreatment sleep study
• ≥ 1 month after airway
surgery
• ≥ 6 months after weight
loss surgery

• Posttreatment sleep study
assessment
• ≥ 1 month after airway
surgery
• ≥ 6 months after weight
loss surgery

• Posttreatment sleep study
assessment
• ≥ 1 month after airway
surgery
• ≥ 6 months after weight
loss surgery

JTF, joint task force; MEP, Medical Expert Panel; MCSAC-MRB, Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee-Medical Review Board; FMCSA, Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration.

recommendations. In all cases, decisions about therapy were ultimately left to the treating clinician to consider cases in which
a driver may benefit from PAP therapy at lower AHI values,
particularly based on medical comorbidities or concern for
sleepiness or any history of a significant crash. When establishing a threshold in which a requirement for treatment is recommended, the JTF used a threshold of AHI greater than 30, which
was lowered to AHI greater than 20 events per hour in newer
recommendations. The criteria for assessing efficacy of treatment changes over time as well, with lower numeric thresholds
in earlier publications. Additional guidance was given (excluding the JTF publication) for timing of post-surgical assessment.
Within the JTF publication, there is inconsistency in the use of
symbols representing less than or equal to (≤) versus less than
(<) for thresholds to determine PAP efficacy, we chose to use
less than (<) 5 and 10 as thresholds within Table 2.
Assessment of PAP therapy includes a minimum amount of
time when treatment is used, using data objectively recorded
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2016

and reported from the machine. Usage more than 4 hours per
each 24 hour time period was recommended by the JTF while
this was changed to 4 hours or more for at least 70% of days
in the other recommendations. While the JTF did not define
a minimum time period to measure adherence to therapy, the
MEP, MCSAC-MRB, and FMCSA specified a minimum of
one week. In the MEP column, we have listed 4 hours or more
as the threshold as this is what is reported via the most common PAP machine adherence reports rather than greater than 4
hours as listed in their publication.
AS S ES S M E N T O F CU R R E N T R ECO M M E N DAT I O N S
Three studies have been published assessing the implementation of more comprehensive OSA risk assessment in CMV
drivers in an occupational clinic setting in the U.S.25,26,70 An
additional study has been published assessing efficacy of
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driver self-reported symptoms, medical history, and anthropomorphic measures in an employer-based OSA assessment
program.6 Each of these studies report impressive findings
with positive predictive values (PPV) ranging from 79% to
100% utilizing combined objective and subjective OSA risk
assessment criteria, despite limitations in study designs. This
has been the experience of one of our authors assessing CMV
drivers after referral by their DOT medical examiner to a sleep
clinic with PPV of approximately 80%.71 These findings are
particularly remarkable when compared to the diagnosed OSA,
which missed detection using the current FMCSA medical
examination report form. Talmage and colleagues found that
none of their drivers provided a “yes” response to the question
about “sleep disorders, pauses in breathing while asleep, daytime sleepiness, loud snoring” in the 127 newly diagnosed with
OSA.25 For those drivers already on PAP, they reported that not
all drivers responded yes to this question despite a known diagnosis of OSA.25 Parks et al. reported they also detected unreported OSA diagnosis until the driver was advised of the need
for a sleep study, which has also been our clinical experience.26

medical certification, rather than being limited to 1 year once
OSA is diagnosed.
Much work has been done to provide a foundation of knowledge for clinicians, but some questions remain. For OSA screening, the frequency for reassessment with a sleep study has not
been proposed, when CMV drivers will return in subsequent
years with similar OSA risk factors, advancing age, and potential progression of sleep-disordered breathing.72 When using a
sleep study to stratify OSA risk for those with an AHI of 20 or
less, there is no defined standard for incorporating nadir oxygen
saturation, despite reports of the association between oxygen
saturation and crash risk,8 as well as oxygen desaturation index
and progression of sleep disordered breathing.72 PAP therapy is
encouraged when the AHI is lower if there may be a benefit to
the driver; however, it is not clear if this driver is then held to
the same minimum adherence standard as those falling into the
category of requiring OSA treatment. Additionally, there have
been no detailed recommendations regarding objective assessment of weight loss and weight gain in CMV drivers already
diagnosed with OSA when considering OSA risk assessment.
Beyond the scope of this article are the potential legal implications of OSA screening, evaluation, and treatment of CMV
drivers. Federal regulations can standardize expectations and
help level the playing field for CMV drivers, employers, and
medical evaluators. However, the current lack of comprehensive regulatory guidance does not lessen the medical and legal
standards of care to which the sleep specialist or certified medical examiner is responsible in a medico-legal environment.
Knowledge and understanding of medical consensus recommendations and regulatory requirements provides a foundation
for medical-decision making and counseling by the sleep specialist to the individual patient.
The challenge going forward for sleep researchers and clinicians is to better understand the relationship between OSA and
driving impairment specifically in the CMV driver population.
Although it is clear that OSA has historically been under-diagnosed in this group, the diagnosis of OSA alone does not
reliably predict functional outcomes such as impaired driving
performance; rather it casts a wide net for disease detection to
potentially impact a smaller number of CMV drivers who pose
a higher safety risk. Research is ongoing in this area; however,
broad implementation of driving performance evaluation technology across the U.S. would be a large undertaking.
It is the hope of many sleep professionals that the FMCSA
will continue to develop regulatory guidance for OSA evaluation in CMV operators, navigating the rule-making process
efficiently. Until this occurs, we rely on consensus-based recommendations to guide our practice. Continued research and
understanding of the impact these recommendations have in
clinical practice is crucial to help balance safety concerns with
the potential effects of regulatory change on the various stakeholders involved.

S U M M A RY A N D CO N CLUS I O N S
Adopting comprehensive screening assessment appears effective in increasing detection of OSA. In our clinical experience,
we are seeing increased implementation of these recommendations in occupational health clinics and employer-initiated
programs and consequently more referrals to the sleep center.
Implementing consensus-based recommendations into practice
prior to establishing a regulatory mandate can provide valuable
feedback to federal regulators. But, it also brings uncertainty
for the CMV driver as they navigate employer, medical examiner, and clinician practices that may not align with each other.
In clinical practice, the challenge remains integrating recommendations into practice as OSA diagnosis and treatment
technologies evolve, perhaps more rapidly than regulatory
agencies can respond. HSAT and aPAP therapy have become
options to potentially reduce diagnostic testing and treatment
costs for CMV drivers and their medical insurers, but have limited scientific study in the CMV driver population. Additionally, when a CMV driver denies OSA symptoms, navigating
insurance pre-authorization for sleep testing can be challenging, despite the high likelihood of a driver having OSA based
on objective risk factors.43 With the recent publication of the
International Classification of Sleep Disorders, Third Edition,
the modified criteria defining OSA can impact diagnostic criteria within the CMV driver population.1 When there are less
than 15 obstructive breathing events per hour, the diagnosis
is established with an OSA associated comorbidity or related
symptom.1 In a population that may under-report symptoms,
meeting this diagnostic criterion may be a challenge. Also, if
HSAT technology underestimates the disordered breathing
event rates, this affects the ability to meet diagnostic criteria.40,41 When the purpose of OSA screening is early identification of OSA and potential risk mitigation, falling below
diagnostic criteria on symptom assessment can be limiting,
as a CMV operator may continue with an unrestricted 2-year

R ECO M M E N DAT I O N S
Significant time has passed since the Joint Task Force published
the first consensus recommendations regarding CMV drivers
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in 2006.12 The DOT, FMCSA, and NTSB have dedicated significant resources to scientific investigation, analysis, and recommendations regarding OSA screening, risk stratification
and treatment of CMV drivers but currently appear to be stuck
in a holding pattern without significant public action for over
a year.8,20,21,33,59,65–67 Additionally, sleep research and the clinical practice of sleep medicine has changed significantly since
2006, including increased utilization of home-based diagnostic
testing (HSAT) and PAP therapy (aPAP). Furthermore, sleep
science continues to evolve and broaden our understanding of
issues specific to the CMV driver population.
However, the sleep specialist is faced with the reality of
clinical practice in which CMV drivers are presenting as patients today and will continue to present for clinical evaluation
and treatment in the future. These patients come from various
referral sources including the certified medical examiner, employer, primary care provider or self-referral. In our opinion, it
is our responsibility as sleep professionals to identify professional drivers within the clinical setting and counsel them on
screening recommendations whether they are referred specifically for this purpose or not. They present with needs ranging
from OSA screening, comprehensive sleep disorders assessment, post-accident evaluation, and risk assessment with subsequent treatment discussion, initiation, and monitoring. With
this in mind, we offer proposed recommendations to the sleep
specialist for clinical screening for OSA and screening for associated sleepiness in CMV drivers based on our individual
analysis of key published consensus recommendations and
subsequent relevant studies in publication; our analysis is provided in context of our own clinical experience, current healthcare practice, and structures. They are intended to provide a
practical guide to the sleep specialist in clinical practice and
supplement those recommendations already published regarding OSA screening, assessment and treatment without acting
necessarily as a replacement for these recommendations. Of
particular note, these recommendations focus primarily on
OSA screening, assessment, and treatment considerations; we
do not offer recommendations for comprehensive sleep disorders screening or driving performance evaluation nor do we
offer comprehensive opinions on OSA treatment beyond what
is included in previously published recommendations. When
there is not already consensus in the recommendations, we
take the approach of considering the more strict threshold for
screening in the sleep clinic environment, recognizing that the
certified medical examiner or employer may choose a different approach as they weigh other factors in their policy development and medical decision-making. Ultimately, it is the
clinical judgment of the sleep specialist that determines exact
OSA screening and evaluation practices applied individually
to a patient, considering OSA screening principles, consensusbased recommendations, and the specific patient presentation,
history, and clinical evaluation findings.
In Table 3, we have provided an overview of the initial clinical assessment focused on OSA risk assessment and subjective
assessment of associated sleepiness based largely on recommendations detailed in Table 1. This is intended to serve as a
guide in considering paperwork that might be utilized to gather
data prior to face-to-face evaluation of the patient who is a
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2016

CMV driver. The sections are separated into those obtained
through subjective report versus those which can be obtained
with more objective techniques.
We recommend a standardized assessment of sleepiness and
potential driving risk. While it is clear from published studies, that this may be under-reported in the CMV population,
documentation of this assessment remains a critical piece of
a comprehensive evaluation in all CMV drivers. We recommend including a standardized assessment of sleepiness such
as the Epworth Sleepiness Scale. We do note the inherent limitations of this subjective screening tool, but there are benefits
to using a standardized assessment of sleepiness in the small
number of CMV drivers who may self-report these symptoms.
In assessing potential risk, at a minimum the driver should be
queried regarding any history of falling asleep while driving or
any prior accident that could be reasonably attributed to falling asleep or an unexplained lapse in attention such as a single
motor vehicle collision.
For OSA specific assessment, we suggest further investigation into both wake period and sleep associated symptoms suggestive of OSA as listed in Table 3. We recognize that the sleep
specialist will likely include a more thorough sleep disorder
associated symptom assessment; therefore, our recommendations serve merely as a guide for minimum baseline assessment. The CMV driver should also be questioned regarding
any known history of OSA; however, our own clinical experience leads us to recommend additional questions which can
be helpful in this assessment, such as inquiring about any past
sleep studies performed, past recommendations and/or prescription of PAP therapy or prescription of other OSA targeted
therapies.
When considering clinical assessment of OSA risk based
on criteria that do not rely primarily on the CMV driver report, we focus on the physical examination and measurements
obtained as part of this assessment. These recommendations
are consolidated from those listed in Table 1 with the addition
of airway assessment for evidence of past airway surgery. We
also list both the Friedman classification as an alternative to
the Mallampati classification, leaving this decision to the discretion of the sleep specialist.
At the end of Table 3, we also summarize the key objective assessment findings recommended by the JTF consensus
statement.14 Based on the 3 studies in CMV drivers in occupational health clinic settings, these criteria appear to have a high
positive predictive value for OSA diagnosis.25,26,70 Our clinical
experience echoes the findings of these studies, and we find the
overwhelming majority of drivers qualify for OSA screening
based on the objective criteria recommended by the JTF, rather
than subjective report such as the questions currently in use
on the FMCSA required medical examination report form.35
We therefore highlight the JTF criteria as a potential simple
screening criteria for a quick first-line assessment of OSA risk
in conjunction with additional comprehensive assessment by
the sleep specialist. Furthermore, these three studies are helpful in communicating potential OSA risk to the CMV driver
who meets JTF screening criteria; they can be advised that
based on these criteria alone, it is reasonable to anticipate approximately 80% or more of those undergoing evaluation will
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Table 3—Author recommendations for sleep specialist obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) clinical assessment.
Subjectively Reported History Assessment
Wake period symptoms

• Epworth Sleepiness Scale
• Excessive sleepiness
• Sleepiness while driving

Sleep symptoms

• Snoring
• Witnessed apneas
• Breathing pauses observed during sleep

Accident history

• Falling asleep while driving and/or associated vehicular crash
• Single vehicle crash
• Employer referral for occupational accident or crash

OSA history

• Previously diagnosed obstructive sleep apnea
• Sleep study performed in the past
• Past or present use of PAP therapy
• Airway surgery
• OSA targeted treatment
• Family history of obstructive sleep apnea

Medical and surgical historya

• Hypertension
• Diabetes type 2
• Hypothyroidism (untreated)
• Post-menopausal female

Objective Clinical Assessment
Demographic data

• Age ≥ 42 years
• Male gender

Observation in clinic

• Observed sleeping during clinical evaluation

Physical Examination

• BMI ≥ 35 kg/m2 or BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2 with additional risk factors present
• Neck circumference male ≥ 17 inches or female ≥ 15.5 inches
• Airway (posterior oropharynx) and facial examination
• Mallampati or Friedman classification (posterior oropharynx)
• Small or recessed jaw
• Absence of uvula or surgical scarring suggestive of OSA airway surgery
• Elevated blood pressure

Screening Tool Assessment
JTF objective criteria

Presence of 2 or more represents increased OSA risk
• Hypertension – new, uncontrolled or controlled with ≥ 2 medications
• Enlarged neck circumference (male ≥ 17 and female ≥ 16 inches)b
• Body mass index ≥ 35 kg/m2

Additional medical risk factors may also be considered based on clinical judgment, however they are not listed within consensus-based recommendations
published at this time. b JTF recommended female neck circumference is listed14; however, a lower cut-point is recommended by other sources.24,33,65

a

be diagnosed with OSA.25,26,70 For example, a patient seeking
employment as a CMV operator may be required by their potential employer to qualify for an unrestricted medical certification, meaning they cannot have diagnosed OSA. If this
patient has very limited financial resources, knowledge of the
significant chance that they will be diagnosed with OSA provides them with useful information in deciding whether they
wish to financially invest in sleep apnea testing. The role of
other assessment techniques and technology for OSA screening and diagnosis remains an area of interest and further
study.24 Clinical tools such as the STOP-Bang or the Berlin
Questionnaire may have relevance, but need studies within the
CMV driver population. At this time, we chose to not include
these tools in our suggestions based on the limitations in evidence or consensus to support their inclusion. Given the high
degree of overlap between the STOP-Bang questionnaire and

JTF consensus criteria, research investigation of this tool specifically within a CMV population would be beneficial.
When the CMV driver is found to have sufficient OSA risk
or history of significant OSA by the sleep specialist, further
evaluation should be recommended and documented within
the medical record. Table 4 provides basic recommendations
for continued evaluation beyond initial clinical screening and
assessment. It is important to note that the certified medical
examiner is ultimately responsible for determining if an evaluation continues while the driver remains in service or if there is
reason to not renew their medical certification awaiting further
evaluation. However, given the thorough history and examination subsequently performed by the sleep specialist, it is possible for additional data to be obtained which may influence the
current service status of the CMV driver medical certification,
and communication between the sleep specialist and certified
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Table 4—Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) evaluation, testing, and treatment considerations for the sleep specialist.
Evaluation Considerations

a

Out of service
evaluation

• Admitted sleepiness while driving.
• Admitted or reported motor vehicle collision attributable to falling asleep.
• Epworth Sleepiness Scale score > 10.
• OSA in which therapy was recommended to remain in service, without objective documentation of sufficient therapy efficacy and/or
adherence

In service
evaluation

• OSA risk determined by objective or subjective findings IN ABSENCE of findings necessitating removal from service such as those
listed above

OSA testing

• PSG is preferred diagnostic test, however HSAT may be a reasonable alternative in select patients based on the sleep specialist
assessment.a
• Document picture identification verification when performing sleep testing.
• Document of chain of custody measures when performing HSAT.

OSA treatment
recommendation

• AHI, RDI or REI > 20/h are recommended to have treatment.
• PAP therapy is generally the most expeditious treatment available.
• Surgical evaluation may be considered based on comprehensive assessment findings.
• Weight loss is recommended as adjunct to other therapies.
• AHI, RDI or REI ≥ 5/h with sleepiness or sleepiness-related accident should be counseled to initiate treatment for OSA.
• Treatment recommendations are best determined through comprehensive assessment of clinical evaluation and objective sleep
study reporting and may vary based on these findings. Document individualized treatment discussion and recommendations for
any driver diagnosed with OSA.
• Weight loss should always be recommended for those above ideal body weight as either an adjunct therapy in those recommended
to begin therapy or as an initial therapy in those not required to immediately begin therapy.
• Documentation of efficacy of therapy is recommended.

PAP therapy

• Counsel CMV drivers that usage below published minimum recommendations (≥ 4 h for ≥ 70% of nights) could result in removal
from service by the certified medical examiner.
• For PAP therapy, the sleep specialist should recommend usage well above the current minimum recommendation (≥ 4 h for ≥ 70%
of nights), advising patients of the potential in optimizing benefit of treatment in a dose-dependent fashion.
• PAP therapy adherence should be objectively monitored by a sleep specialist assessing therapy adherence and efficacy. Printed
reports of therapy adherence data should be made available to the certified medical examiner.

Confirmatory PSG should be considered based on pretest and posttest probability of OSA in the individual CMV driver presentation.

medical examiner should be considered. Sleep specialists must
also be mindful of any state laws that may apply to commercial
drivers who appear to have risk for driving impairment and
their individual duty to counsel the driver if their assessment
indicates the driver should abstain from driving, both for commercial and non-commercial purposes.
The utilization of PSG versus HSAT in the CMV driver
population is a topic that is beyond the focus of this paper, as
we recognize the potential limitations of HSAT that deserve
further study in occupational settings.41 Therefore, in our suggestions, we rely on consensus-based recommendations but acknowledge that diagnostic decisions are not made in a vacuum
and require a balance of the potentially conflicting viewpoints
of sleep specialists with healthcare insurance policies and
other financial constraints that influence clinical practice and
patient preference.
Lastly, regarding treatment, we must consider the paucity
of evidence in many areas surrounding OSA treatment in the
CMV driver that require further investigation. Some OSA
treatment recommendations rely on extrapolation from clinical populations without dedicated study to CMV drivers such
as surgical intervention or oral appliances. Additionally, we
need further clarification in what defines sufficient PAP therapy adherence. In practicality, however, patients are initiating
treatment today and require counseling from sleep specialists
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2016

regarding the role of treatment, potential benefits, and anticipated requirements from the certified medical examiner.
While the screening methods recommended may not capture all CMV drivers with OSA,73 they are important initial
steps in addressing concerns about under-diagnosed OSA in
this population. Compared to current requirements, they significantly increase detection of OSA, therefore providing an
opportunity to discuss and offer treatment to the individual
patient. However, there is much work still to be done to understand the impact of these efforts to both diagnose and treat
OSA on public safety, CMV driver health and the commercial
driving industry.
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